Introduction
Ergonomics is the process of designing or arranging workplaces, products and systems that will fit the human comfort requirement. Besides, ergonomics is applying to design anything that involving people including workspaces, sports and leisure. The relationships of the tools that support the activity and workplace with the user interact should be emphasize. The problem that may occurred during the activity process usually related with the surrounding workspaces and the user that have greater physical needs [1] . In the study by Deros et al. [2] , only 18.8% of the workers realized the bad consequence of neglecting ergonomics. The tools should be able to fulfill both of the requirement, so that the worker can used it comfortably. As the results, it will reduce the hazard while working and able to handle the constraint very well [3] .
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Keywords: Ergonomic, Kinect camera, working postures, RULA analysis, MSD problem, CMDQ, motion capture system (Mocap) they mentioned another method of motion capture system that is by using kinematic chain by twist and estimate the pose by local optimization. In this paper, Kinect sensors were used as the tools to markelessly capture body posture of a subject. The mentioned sensors have wide application in biomedical and sports fields. Nizam et al. used it for human fall detection systems [8] and Tomari et al. used it to obtain surrounding information for controlling a wheelchair [9] .
Numerical Model
Since two Kinect sensors were used in capturing the subject of interest, the data (skeleton) obtained in both devices needs to be calibrated and merged into a single model. Such calculation employed the rigid transformation theory into this context [7] .
A skeleton was divided into three potions: upper; middle; and lower section. A random joint from each section was selected. The three selected joints was then used to compute the rigid transformation as described in Eqn. 1. *
Where , are the transforms applied to dataset A to align it with dataset B, as best as possible. To solve the equation, it involved three steps: computation the centroids of both dataset; moving of both dataset to the origin and then evaluate the optimal rotation, (matrix ) and; calculation of the translation, . Fig. 1 below described the process graphically. 
Methodology
The flowchart of methodology process of this paper is shown in Fig. 2 . First, a suitable case study was chosen and followed surveys. Cornell Musculoskeletal Discomfort Questionnaire (CMDQ) is one of the ways to collect data by distributing questionnaire among the workers. The purposes of CMDQ was to identify daily ergonomics problem and to determine the general hazard on the chosen case study. Next, Rapid Upper Limb Assessment (RULA) was proceeded for the risk assessment. Here, both 2D and 3D analysis were done. This assessment used to investigate the postural body analysis. Moreover, a simple questionnaire was distributed to the workers which have no basic about the ergonomic to evaluate their understanding regarding the ergonomic. Finally the collected data were tabulated and analysis were done. 
Results and Discussion
This section discussed the result obtained from the experiment.
Data Validation for Respondent 1 and 2
The data validation of the respondent 1 was used to ensuring that the conducted experiment was correct and based on the actual length that are obtain from the 3D dynamic analysis as shown in Fig. 2 . The length for both 2D static analysis and 3D dynamic analysis were acquired by manual calculation.
CMDQ
The Cornell Musculoskeletal Discomfort Questionnaire (CMDQ) analysis result obtained for both of the respondents is shown in Table 2 and graphically in Fig. 3 below.
Data Validation
The data validation was used to ensuring that the experiments conducted were correct and to compare which methods are more applicable. Moreover, the score that was obtained from 2D static analysis and 3D dynamic analysis will be compared based on angle for both methods. The angle of 3D dynamic analysis was acquired from the software itself, while the angle for the 2D static analysis was measured manually by the user as shown in Table 1 . 
Discussion
The result analysis of the respondent 1 and 2 shows that neck obtained the highest score of 3D dynamic RULA analysis and this is based on the reference posture for both of the respondent. Therefore, the possibility of the respondent getting neck pain is higher compared to the other disease based on the 3D dynamic RULA analysis. While, for 2D static RULA analysis shows that respondent 1 might probably have tendency to get Rotator cuff tendinitis and Tenosynovitis disease based on the musculoskeletal disorder (MSDs) chart [10] that relate with the hand, since the upper arm get the highest score for the respondent 1. The highest score of the respondent 2 is neck score. Thus, respondent 2 will expose to the neck pain.
From CMDQ analysis, both of the respondent state that the leg is the body part that are the most affected by the MSDs. The most possible injuries that respondents would suffered from are Tenosynovitis, carpal tunnel syndrome and back disability. These injuries could be detected by several symptoms which are pain, swelling, numbness in the upper legs and severe pain
Performance of 3D analysis and its potential
This section discussed the overall performance of 3D dynamic analysis using Kinect as sensors as well as its potential application in related fields. Overall overview by applying RULA dynamic analysis: i.
Real time result The RULA score of dynamic analysis was obtained at real-time and almost instantly. As shown in Table 3 below, the result of the data are obtained instantaneously. There is no need to analyse it manually in contrast to RULA static analysis that requires manual analyses. Besides, it saved substantial amount of time as compared to frame by frame analyses in RULA static analysis.
ii.
Accurate result The RULA dynamic method are using 3 axes for analysis which is x-axis, y-axis and z-axis. While, RULA static method uses only 2 axes; x-axis and y-axis. Thus, by comparing the axes, RULA dynamic method is more accurate than the latter. Moreover, since the result of RULA dynamic analysis was numerically obtained from programme and software, the result accuracy is thus undoubtedly have higher precision. In comparison, the result obtained from the RULA static analysis could be questionable since the analysis is obtained from manual calculations and exposed to human errors.
The angle of the camera also influenced the accuracy of the data obtained as shown in Fig. 6 . For dynamic RULA, the set-up for the Kinect camera required some time to ensure that the whole body part are include in the analysis and to obtains the best angle of shooting that will affect the accuracy of the result. Even though static RULA method uses less time to set-up compared with the dynamic RULA method, it does not taking into consideration about the angle of the camera while recording the video, and as the consequence, the result are not precise. Table 3 -Measured anlge by 2D and 3D analysis method for respondent 1 and 2.
iii.
Potential application The 3D dynamic method could be widely applied in any field such as alarm system, instructional system and monitoring system. These applications need real time result that will help warn the user if there is suspicious movement in monitoring sick people or around the private property. 
Summary
This paper demonstrated that 3D dynamic analysis of RULA score is more accurate than conventional 2D static analysis. The fact that such method saved health or safety officer significant amount of time in obtaining RULA score makes it suitable for instant measuring and feedback of the score at the spot to the workers.
However, there are several limitations of the motion capture system such as the needs to consider of the space to set up the equipment and it take time to find the best angle of shooting. Besides, the result of respondent 1 and 2 which comparing the length of the joint point of 2D static analysis and 3D dynamic analysis showed that the value of 3D dynamic analysis for both respondents was close to the actual length. This indicates that the 3D dynamic analysis is much accurate compared with the 2D static analysis. This is because 3D dynamic method provided 3 axes while the other method only provided 2 axes. Moreover, 3D dynamic method are analyzed by a software while 2D static method are analyzed manually by the user that prone to errors. From the analysis of 2D static method and 3D dynamic method, it showed that there are no certainty that the result of 3D dynamic analysis will always obtain a bad posture of the respondent, while 2D static analysis only obtain a good posture. This could be vice versa since the results are based on the camera angle of shooting and the angle obtains from the analysis.
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